 Strong antioxidant-

OARC 32,726 µmole/187ml
 Antimicrobial (kills

 Helps arthritic
symptoms and

inflammation
 Anti-inflammatory
 Helps eliminate congestion
 Contains Zingibain (Proteolytic

Multi-Symptoms Relief

Vitalee MSR

TM

bacteria - including salmonella)
acts internally and topically as
an antiseptic

enzyme that breaks down
proteins)
 Eases throat pain
 kills cold viruses
 Inhibits production of cytokines

which cause pain and swelling
 Combats chills

MSRTM

The makeup of Vitalee
formulation will
help increase blood platelet in virus infected
patients and will help reduce fever among other
ailments.. It will expand blood vessels and
increases body heat, which in turn helps to boost
your metabolism by 20%. MSRTM contains CLA
(Conjugated Linoleic Acid) that can also help
reduce body fat, increase lean muscle mass,
maintain a healthy heart and arteries, maintain
good mood and mental state, maintain healthy
skin and it will help normalize blood pressure It’s
potent anti-inflammatory and antioxidant rating
may help Leptin and insulin resistance. It also
may protect the brain and kidneys against
oxidative stress and high blood cholesterol.



Lower your risk of
heart attacks and
strokes

and fever
 Inhibits 5-LO enzymes helpful
to prostate cancer patients
 Inhibits pancreatic cell growth
 Prevent constipation

Vitalee MSR may limits the effects of cardiac
fibrosis, a hardening of the heart tissue

 Improves lung
health
 Helps dissolve an accumulation

.

of mucus in the sinus cavities
 Helps respiratory

problems, eases asthma
symptoms

 Helps eliminate

hot flashes
 Relieves headaches Promotes
menstrual regularity
 Helps with morning
sickness
 Reduces the severity of post

 Normalize blood
pressure and blood
sugar

 Metabolic Support
Vitalee MSR TM plays a crucial role in neuronal
energy metabolism at both the organism level and
the Cellular level.


Anti-infection

Daily bombardment with these harmful chemicals
are creating an over-burdened liver, weakening the
immune system and disrupting the delicate hormonal
balance.

 ANTI- nausea, vomiting
and motion sickness

chemotherapy nausea
Caution: Will make you drowsy
Best serve warm or hot . Shake before use
Recommended dose size: 60 ml per serving
Note: Settled rind are harmless organic extracts in the
bottom of the bottle.

 Relieves indigestion

Say Good bye to Seasonal Flu,
naturally.
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